HOLLISTER-WHITNEY ADJUSTING KITS

Disc Brakes, Drum Brakes, Motor Alignment, *Ring and Worm Gear Alignment

(*Note: Contact H-W Sales if you require ring and worm seals, gaskets, shims, etc.)

05/23/2018

COMPLETE KITS FOR H-W GEARED MACHINES

(Each kit includes a shim set, wrench set, feeler gauge set, tramming set, magnetic base, and the respective manual brake release)

DISC BRAKE MACHINES:
- H-W part no. 92-047-KIT kit for #34 machines
- H-W part no. 102-047-KIT kit for #44/#54/#64 machines

DRUM BRAKE MACHINES:
- H-W part no. 120-047-KIT kit for #74 machine
- H-W part no. 90-047-KIT kit for #43/#53/#63 machines

KIT ITEMS MAY BE ORDERED SEPARATELY:

Manual Brake Release

DISC BRAKE MACHINES:
- #34 Machine: H-W part no. 92-047
- #44/#54/#64 Machines: H-W part no. 102-047

DRUM BRAKE MACHINES:
- #74 Machine: H-W part no. 120-047
- #43/#53/#63 Machines: H-W part no. 90-047

- **Shim Set**, Motor
  - Solid 1/64”: Qty. = 6
  - Solid 1/32”: Qty. = 6
  - Solid 1/16”: Qty. = 6
  - Laminated 1/32”: Qty. = 6
  
  (16 separable steel layers, each 0.002” thick)

H-W part no. 33-SSM (Note: This set is the same for all kits)
- **Wrench Set**, Tight-Clearance
  - 7/8"
  - 1"
  - 1-1/8"
  - 1-5/8"
  - 1-7/8"
  - 2"
  H-W part no. 33-WST
  
  *(Note: This set is the same for all kits)*

- **Feeler Gauge Set** – 25 Blade, 3"
  H-W part no. 33-FGS
  
  *(Note: This set is the same for all kits)*

- **Tramming Set**, Motor: Two (2) Starret Dial Indicators, Two (2) Sleeves, and Two (2) Tram Rods
  H-W part no. 33-TSM
  
  *(Note: This set is the same for all kits)*

- **Magnetic Base**: Qty. 1
  H-W part no. 33-MB
  
  *(Note: This mag base is the same for all kits)*